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said this, Zhu Bajie was very urgent.
Yue Feng nodded: “Theoretically, it is possible, but this day, the Xuan Jin Dan has been
put away for so long, nearly a thousand years, I don’t know if the efficacy is pure or
not…” “
Haha…”
Before he could finish speaking, Zhu Bajie was delighted and opened Diaochan’s
crystal coffin at once: “That’s great, my beauty can be resurrected!”
Zhu Bajie was shocked when he saw Diaochan’s first glance just now. God, I love you
so much!
Immediately, Zhu Bajie was very sorry to learn that Diaochan had been dead for a
thousand years, but now, knowing that this Tianxuan Jindan has the ability to bring back
the dead, Zhu Bajie was overjoyed, and she had no time to think about it, and she
would resurrect Diaochan as soon as possible. .
While talking, Zhu Bajie stuffed Tianxuan Jindan into Diaochan’s red lips… Zhu Bajie
was very fast! Yue Feng and Su Qingyan didn’t have time to react! Tianxuan Jindan has
already been stuffed into Diaochan’s mouth!
“Hahaha, beauty, beauty, wake up.” Zhu Bajie smiled and looked at Diaochan without
blinking.
Yue Feng also took a deep breath and looked closely at Diao Chan. Can this generation
of peerless beauties really survive?
Whoosh!
Just when the three of them were paying attention to Diaochan, suddenly, a figure
rushed up, grabbed the spiritual marrow bead in Lu Bu’s coffin, jumped down, and ran
outside the palace!
It is Bai Xiaotian!
There was no chance just now, and Bai Xiaotian was about to give up. At this time,
when he saw the three Yue Fengs, his attention was all on Diaochan. Bai Xiaotian knew
that his chance had come!

At this time, while Bai Xiaotian ran out, he did not forget to shout at Ouyang Jingwen:
“Jingwen, go!” Ouyang Jingwen responded, urging her figure to follow!
At this time, the two of them were indescribably excited!
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Haha…
This spiritual marrow bead contains Lu Bu’s stunt, bloody battles in all directions! Finally
got it! At this moment, Bai Xiaotian’s mind has already imagined that his strength has
greatly increased, and he has become famous all over the world!
Nima!
Yue Feng reacted and was furious.
This Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen are really disgusting! I am lenient to them, but
they are still calculating themselves everywhere. Now I stole the Spirit Marrow Orb
again!
“Bring it back to me!” Yue Feng roared, and immediately moved his figure, ready to
catch up.
At the same time, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help but scolded: “Good boy, dare to take the
opportunity to steal the spiritual marrow beads and seek death!” After speaking, he
jumped and rushed down.
At this time, Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen had already rushed outside the palace.
“Haha, bloody battles in all directions… Bloody battles in all directions!” Bai Xiaotian
laughed loudly, seeing He Zhu Bajie catching up, Bai Xiaotian didn’t panic at all, and
when he laughed, he would motivate his internal strength and inject spiritual marrow
beads to obtain the bloody battle. Bafang’s formula.
However, in excitement, Bai Xiaotian forgot that he had already run out of the palace at
this time and came to the Nine Netherworld Fire Array outside the palace.
When entering the palace before, Yue Feng led everyone in. Yue Feng will break the
formation, so everyone can walk out of the formation unharmed. But at this time, Bai
Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen, like headless flies, broke into this formation and
triggered the formation in an instant!
hum!

The formation was touched, and only a strange blue flame was seen erupting from the
ground!
“what….”
Bai Xiaotian didn’t have time to react at all, he was enveloped in blue flames and let out
a scream, and the spiritual marrow bead in his hand rolled to the side.
The reason why this formation is called the Nine Netherworld Fire Formation is because
it contains Nine Netherworld Fire. And the blue flame that erupted was the Nine
Netherworld Fire!
“Jingwen, ah…Save me…Save me…” Bai Xiaotian was burned by the fire and let out a
scream of exhaustion, which sounded terrifying!
“Xiaotian…” Ouyang Jingwen couldn’t protect herself! At this time, Jingwen’s side is
also full of fire!
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“Ah! Ah! Yue Feng, please…. please, save us…” Bai Xiaotian kept screaming, looking
at Yue Feng, his face full of pleading!
When he shouted these words, Bai Xiaotian’s tone was trembling, his previous pride
was completely gone, and only fear and helplessness remained in his heart.
call!
Listening to Bai Xiaotian’s cry for help, Yue Feng’s expression was indifferent, without
the slightest fluctuation.
This Bai Xiaotian, who is not greedy enough to swallow an elephant, dares to snatch the
bloody battle under his own eyes, and deserves to be burned to death!
“Yue Feng!”
At this moment, Su Qingyan’s delicate face showed a bit of anxiety: “Either…or…after
all, Jingwen is your righteous sister…”
Speaking of which, Bai Xiaotian just now Stealing the baby with Ouyang Jingwen also
made Su Qingyan very angry.
But Su Qingyan was a woman after all, and she was kind-hearted. She couldn’t bear to
see Jingwen and Bai Xiaotian being set on fire.

“No!” Yue Feng gritted his teeth, he hated Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen, and really
didn’t want to save them!
When the words fell, Bai Xiaotian looked desperate!
At this time, the fire has spread, and Bai Xiaotian has become a burning man! On
Ouyang Jingwen’s side, the fire was a little weaker, but it also trapped Jingwen in a sea
of fire!
“Yue Feng, why don’t you save them…” Su Qingyan bit her lip, pulling Yue Feng’s arm
and said again.
“Qingyan, you are too kind. What are you doing to save such people?” Yue Feng kissed
Su Qingyan and said softly.
“But…but Bai Xiaotian and Jingwen are so pitiful…” Su Qingyan lowered her head and
said, “Or else, let’s save them…”
“Huh…” Yue Feng let out a long sigh of relief, thought about it for a long time, and finally
nodded: “Okay.” To
be honest, Ouyang Jingwen and Bai Xiaotian framed themselves time and time again,
but they didn’t care about them time and time again. !
But Su Qingyan was so kind, Yue Feng didn’t want to be too heartless. The words fell,
and Yue Feng rushed into the sea of fire!
“Ah…”
However, Yue Feng was still a step late, when Bai Xiaotian let out a shrill scream, and
the voice stopped abruptly. Through the raging flames, he could see that his whole body
had been burned, and in the end not even ashes remained.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, Zhu Bajie and Su Qingyan both gasped secretly.
Is this the power of the Nine Netherworld Fire?
so horrible!
“Xiaotian, Xiaotian, don’t leave me, Xiaotian!” Ouyang Jingwen shouted in a private
message, and sat there, crying bitterly! Her body was also on fire, and she was in
critical condition. If no one saves her, within ten seconds, her end will be the same as
Bai Xiaotian!

However, Yue Feng also arrived at this time!
“Follow me.” Yue Feng took her by the hand and led her away from the fire.
Yue Feng has white lotus cold fire in his body, which can restrain the different fires in
the world, so those Nine Netherworld fires can’t cause him any harm at all.
“Om!”
Only when Yue Feng raised his hand, Bai Lian’s cold fire jumped out from the palm of
his hand!
“Huh!”
In an instant, when the cold white lotus fire appeared, the vigorous Nine Netherworld
fire burning around was completely swallowed up in a blink of an eye!
I go!
This… white flame, is the world’s first strange fire, the white lotus cold fire? !
Seeing this scene, Zhu Bajie’s eyes widened, and he was stunned, staring at Yue Feng,
speechless.
Seeing Yue Feng rushing over just now, Zhu Bajie was a little worried! After all, these
Nine Netherworld Fires are not easy to deal with, and they accidentally provoke the
upper body.
But Zhu Bajie never imagined that Yue Feng would have the world’s No. 1 different fire,
Bailian Lenghuo!
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Yue Feng took Ouyang Jingwen out of the scourge and picked up the spiritual marrow
bead by the way. Bai Xiaotian robbed the spiritual marrow bead before, but now Bai
Xiaotian was burned to death, and the spiritual marrow bead fell to the ground. In this
spiritual marrow bead, there are secrets of bloody battles in all directions, of course Yue
Feng has to pick it up!
When Yue Feng and Jingwen escaped from the sea of flames, Ouyang Jingwen threw
away Yue Feng’s hand!
“Yue Feng!”
Jingwen’s delicate body trembled and cried, “You…are you cold-blooded? Why didn’t
you save Xiaotian just now, why?”

When she shouted this, Jingwen’s eyes were full of resentment! If Yue Feng had shot
earlier, Xiaotian would not have been burned alive!
Jingwen was crazy, and kept asking Yue Feng loudly: “You just watched him burn to
death, is your heart made of stone? Are you still human?”
Nima!
Hearing this, Yue Feng became angry and looked at Jing Wen coldly: “I save him? Why
should I save him? Who? It’s up to you to be burned to death! You turn the other way
around, blaming me for not saving people? Have you lost your mind? Let me tell you,
Ouyang Jingwen, if it wasn’t for Qingyan’s sake, I wouldn’t come to save you. , so, don’t
call me!”
At this moment, Yue Feng was about to explode with anger!
This Ouyang Jingwen is simply a lunatic, and she shouldn’t be saved by herself!
“You…” Ouyang Jingwen blushed and trembled with anger, thinking that Bai Xiaotian
was burned to death, but Yue Feng did not save him, Jingwen was furious!
Whoosh!
However, at this time, only one woman was seen, coming from a distance quickly! This
woman was wearing a long blue dress, flying like a daffodils, indescribably fresh and
refined!
It is Gonggong!
“Yue Feng, I met you again. As I said, it’s hard for you to fly today.” Gong Gong stared
at Yue Feng, and a cold voice came out of her mouth. The next second, seeing the
Spirit Marrow Orb in Yue Feng’s hand, Gong Gong’s eyes flashed, unable to hide his
contempt: “I actually got Lu Bu’s Spirit Marrow Orb? Yue Feng, the bloody battle in the
Spirit Marrow Orb, you like Humans are not qualified to learn! Give me the spiritual
marrow bead.”
Gonggong was very knowledgeable and knowledgeable, and at a glance he could see
that what Yue Feng was holding was Lu Bu’s spiritual marrow bead.
That ‘Blood Battle in All Directions’ formula is in the Spirit Marrow Orb!
Nima!
Yue Feng frowned secretly, and then looked at Gonggong with a smile: “Gonggong,
why did I give you the spiritual marrow bead I got? If you want to grab it, just let the
horse come over. I’ll see if you have the ability.”

Saying this When he spoke, Yue Feng was full of confidence. Anyway, Zhu Bajie is
behind him, what are you afraid of!
“Okay, very good!”
Hearing this, Gonggong laughed angrily, with a bit of coldness on his delicate face:
“Okay, you Yue Feng! With Zhu Bajie’s backing, you are really fearless. Don’t be afraid.
Today’s Spirit Marrow Bead, I’m going to order it.”
Om!
The voice fell, and a powerful breath burst out from Gonggong!
For a time, the surrounding atmosphere was suddenly suppressed, and the air was full
of gunpowder!
“Yue Feng, be careful!”
Seeing that the situation was not good, Su Qingyan couldn’t help but shouted softly.
This Gong Gong is the second stage of the Tribulation Period. Even if Yue Feng has Bai
Lian Leng Huo, he is not her opponent!
At this moment, Yue Feng felt a little uneasy in his heart, and quickly turned around and
shouted: “Brother Zhu, you can deal with this woman! I can’t beat her!”
However, the moment he turned around, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
I saw that Zhu Bajie was standing in front of the crystal coffin, staring straight at
Diaochan, waiting for Diaochan to resurrect.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was speechless.
Nima!
What time has it been, this Zhu Bajie is still thinking about beautiful women.
The level of lust is really unmatched.
“Brother Zhu!” Yue Feng called out again, sweating profusely.
“Brother Yue Feng, you fight with Gonggong first. I’m waiting for the resurrection of
Diaochan. When you can’t stand it, I’ll help you.” Zhu Bajie waved his hand and said.
Chapter 1314

“Brother Zhu, I can’t even handle the three Gonggong moves!” Yue Feng shouted
helplessly.
As a result, as soon as the words fell, a footstep was heard from a distance, and then,
tens of thousands of people were seen coming together.
Yue Feng saw that these tens of thousands of people were formed by the confluence of
more than a dozen sects. Among them are the beggar gang, the Kongtong faction, and
some sects from other continents. These people have encountered poisonous insects
before, so they all have injuries on their bodies, but the injuries are not serious.
Swish!
At this moment, seeing Yue Feng and Gonggong confrontation, these sect masters who
arrived, all stopped and watched the situation.
Later, when they saw the main tomb behind Yue Feng and the crystal coffin inside,
many people were very excited.
“It’s right here…”
“Haha, I found it, this is the main tomb of Lu Bu.”
“Crystal coffin, what a big crystal coffin…”
Everyone was talking excitedly, but because they were afraid of Yue Feng and
Gonggong , did not dare to rush in rashly.
After all, the two people in front of them are too strong, whether it is Gonggong or Yue
Feng, they are not easy to provoke.
“Everyone!”
At this moment, Gong Gong was suspended in the air, looked around, and said with a
smile: “Have you seen the spiritual marrow beads in Yue Feng’s hand? , I won’t stop
me, I just need to catch Yue Feng.”
Gong Gong’s face was full of smiles when he said this. She knew that if she fought Yue
Feng, Zhu Bajie would definitely come to help. But now that there are so many people
suddenly, he only needs to disturb the situation, and then he will be able to take
advantage of the chaos to catch Yue Feng.
Of course, after capturing Yue Feng, Gonggong would not miss the opportunity to
snatch the Spirit Marrow Orb.
Whoa!

Hearing this, everyone present was in an uproar. Hundreds of thousands of eyes, and
the spiritual marrow beads in Yue Feng’s hands all at once were full of burning and
greedy eyes.
Yue Feng has already won the bloody battle in all directions?
Bloody battles in all directions… This is the stunt that Lu Bu used to conquer the world!
For a time, everyone was eager to try it!
What the hell!
Feeling the eyes of everyone, Yue Feng was startled and stared at Gong Gong with his
brows furrowed. This woman is so despicable, she actually wants to use these people
from the sect to deal with herself.
“Yue Feng!”
At this time, Gong Gong smiled and looked at Yue Feng, his face full of pride: “I think
you are still fighting bloody battles in all directions, then follow me obediently, now the
situation is obvious, even if I don’t take action, You don’t necessarily have to fight so
many sects.”
Gonggong has already thought about it.
When the situation became chaotic, Zhu Bajie would definitely not have time to support
him, so he subdued Yue Feng immediately. Then, grab the Spirit Marrow Orb. This trick
to fish in troubled waters by myself is really perfect.
At this moment, the sect masters who were present were a little helpless.
“Everyone, this beauty has said that she doesn’t want to fight in all directions, she just
wants to catch Yue Feng!” ” Then
what are we waiting for?” . Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan was anxious! How to do this?
With so many people, can Yue Feng beat it?
What made Su Qingyan even more depressed was that Zhu Bajie was still guarding
Diaochan, completely engulfed in that beauty, almost turning a blind eye and turning a
deaf ear to the surrounding things.
“Hmm…”
At this moment, a soft and charming low voice suddenly came from within the spirit hall,
revealing a little pain.
This sound is not big, but it carries a fatal temptation!

This… this sound!
In an instant, not only Yue Feng, but all the men present felt the bones all over their
bodies brittle. At the same time, they all looked into the Spirit Hall subconsciously.
hiss.
Seeing this, everyone couldn’t help but take a breath, and all of them were stunned!
I saw that Diaochan sat up slowly in the crystal coffin on the right side of the jade
platform, her beautiful face was full of confusion, and her exquisite and perfect figure
attracted the attention of all the men present!
What the hell!
Yue Feng opened his mouth wide and looked at Diao Chan without blinking,
indescribably shocked.
This… this Diaochan really came to life!
At this moment, the audience was silent!
The masters of the various sects did not know at this time that the woman in the crystal
coffin was the peerless Diaochan, but when they saw that beautiful face and perfect and
charming figure, they were all stupid!
“Haha…”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie, who was standing beside him, looked excited and said to
Diaochan with a smile: “Beauty Diaochan, are you awake? Don’t be afraid, my name is
Zhu Ba. Jie, I brought you back to life, aren’t we very destined? You don’t have to be
too grateful, if you really want to repay, you can just promise yourself…”
When he said this, Zhu Bajie danced with excitement, and even spoke more freely,
completely ignoring the tens of thousands of people watching outside.
Haha…
Diaochan is one of the four beauties. Now that she is living in front of her, can Zhu Bajie
be unhappy!
What?
This… This peerless beauty is Diao Chan?

Hearing Zhu Bajie’s words, all the masters of the various sects turned pale with shock,
all eyes focused on Diaochan, unable to speak for a long time!
It can be said that Diaochan’s good name is unknown in the Kyushu mainland? But the
representative of beauty throughout the ages, exists like a fairy!
And now, this peerless beauty has been resurrected in front of him? !
All of a sudden, the audience was silent, looking at Diao Chan, in addition to admiration,
it was shock.
beautiful!
charming! sexy!
All the beautiful words in the world are not an exaggeration to describe Diaochan, no! is
indescribable.
“Diaochan…resurrection?”
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Gong Gong, who was suspended in mid-air, also frowned, unable to hide his inner
shock, and muttered to himself.
How could this Diaochan be resurrected? For a time, Gonggong was in shock and
puzzled, and couldn’t figure it out!
“Gonggong!”
At this time, aware of Gonggong’s surprise, Yue Feng showed a smile and began to talk
nonsense: “Since Diaochan has been resurrected, I’m not afraid to tell you, and I will
know why I will come back to Lv Bu. Can I get the bloody battle? I got it only with the
permission of Diaochan.”
Immediately, Yue Feng looked around and continued: “In other words, I am Lu Bu’s
friend, you want to do something to me, What will be the consequences when Lv Bu
wakes up, you should weigh it in your own heart.”
After saying this, Yue Feng looked proud, but his heart was a little nervous.
Yue Feng said this to deliberately scare Gonggong and these sect masters. You must
know that there is only one Tianxuan Golden Pill in the Spirit Hall. Diaochan has already
eaten it, so Lu Bu cannot be resurrected.

But Yue Feng had no choice, the situation in front of him had been messed up by
Gonggong, and he could only use Lu Bu’s prestige to shock the audience.
hiss!
Sure enough, upon hearing these words, everyone present changed their expressions,
they were timid, and they gasped secretly.
What?
Yue Feng is Lu Bu’s friend? Waiting for Lu Bu to be resurrected?
This….at this time, no one in the audience doubted Yue Feng’s words, because the fact
that Diaochan was resurrected was in front of us, and everyone had to believe it.
Lu Bu’s friend!
Who dares to provoke? At this moment, many people looked at Yue Feng’s eyes with
deep fear.
Even Gonggong bit his lip, hesitating in his heart. A Zhu Bajie is enough to give him a
headache. When Lv Bu is resurrected, how can he fight?
Hahaha…
Seeing the expressions of Gonggong and the people around him, Yue Feng was
overjoyed. Just lying casually, these people are convinced. You are a genius!
Su Qingyan on the side was also full of smiles, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes, full of
admiration and admiration.
His own man is a quick-witted man, and a lie has stunned so many people.
At this moment, Diaochan walked out of the crystal coffin and looked at Zhu Bajie with a
questioning face. Seeing so many people outside, Diaochan was even more confused!
Who are these people?
Aren’t you dead?
After dozens of seconds, Diaochan finally reacted and said to Zhu Bajie: “You…you
took the Tianxuan Golden Pill and resurrected me?”
“That’s right! It’s me!”

Zhu Bajie He nodded again and again, looked at Diaochan without blinking, and said
with a smile, “Aren’t you very moved?”
Alas!
Diaochan let out a sigh, and turned her eyes to the crystal coffin next to it, staring at Lu
Bu inside: “What’s the use of me being alive? There was only one Xuan Jindan that day,
I woke up, and my husband would continue to sleep for a long time, without my
husband’s company. , I have no meaning to live alone.”
When he said this, tears flashed in Diaochan’s eyes, and there was a deep sadness
between her eyebrows.
Diaochan’s voice was very soft, but all the experts present could hear them clearly.
Nima!
broken.
Yue Feng smiled bitterly, secretly screaming bad!
Originally, Yue Feng lied and said that Lu Bu would be resurrected in a while, but he
never expected that Diaochan would tell the truth so quickly!
Swish!
At this moment, Gonggong’s eyes locked on Yue Feng, and he was extremely
embarrassed and angry: “Yue Feng, you dare to play with me?”
Diao Chan’s words were already obvious.
Lu Bu will not be resurrected.
Obviously, what Yue Feng said just now was false.
At the same time, the surrounding sect masters also recovered one by one, staring at
Yue Feng in shock and anger.
“This Yue Feng actually used Lu Bu to scare us…”
“Do you think we are all fools?”
Seeing that the situation was not good, Yue Feng cleared his throat, looked around, and
said to Gonggong, “Diaochan I just woke up, but my mind is still awake. Do you believe
her words? If you think I lied, just wait a while and see if Lu Bu will wake up!”

Nima!
Now that you have installed it, continue to install it.
Gonggong sneered coldly: “You can pretend to me!” The
voice fell, Gonggong urged his figure, rushed into the spiritual hall, raised his hand and
slapped it directly on Lu Bu’s crystal coffin.
boom!
This palm contained the internal force of the five layers of work, and when I heard a
thunderous vibration, the hard crystal coffin, together with Lu Bu, was directly smashed
into pieces!
hiss!
Seeing this scene, everyone in the audience was stunned, and their faces were
horrified.
A palm?
Just one palm…. smashed the crystal coffin and Lu Bu.
So strong!
Yue Feng’s face changed, and he was shocked and angry!
This crazy woman actually did it directly.
At this moment, Gonggong looked at Yue Feng with a half-smile, full of teasing: “Yue
Feng, Lu Bu has no bones left, tell me, how can he be resurrected?”
“You…”
Yue Feng said with a face Speechless, he opened his mouth, but couldn’t say a word.
“You, you woman…you…” At this moment, Diaochan stepped forward, with endless
resentment in her beautiful eyes, she shouted at Gong Gong Jiao, “You ruined my
husband’s life. Corpse, you…you must die!”
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